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Day-1

July 23, 2018

Opening Ceremony

Meeting Hall @ Olimpica 1

09:00–09:30

SPECIAL PLENARY TALK

09:30–09:40  Introduction

Title: Cancer stem cells in breast and gynecological cancers: How to individualize treatment based on the sensitivity of patient cscs

Christopher S Lange, Downstate Medical Center, Brooklyn, NY, USA

KEYNOTE FORUM

10:40–11:25  Title: Strategy for colorectal cancer liver metastases

Shinji Osada, Gifu Municipal Hospital, Japan

Networking & Refreshments 11:25–11:45 @ Foyer

11:45–12:30  Title: Regulation of pancreatic cancer cell migration by the axis ceramide kinase/ceramide 1 phosphate

Antonio Gómez-Muñoz, University of the Basque Country, Spain

GROUP PHOTO (13:10–13:20)

Lunch Break 13:20–14:20 @ Restaurant

Sessions: Cancer Therapies | Radiation Oncology | Organ Specific Cancers

Chair: Christopher S Lange, Downstate Medical Center, Brooklyn, NY, USA

SPEAKER SESSION

14:20–14:50  Title: Clinical Indications for mammography in men and correlation with breast cancer

Kyungmin Shin, University of Texas, MD Anderson Cancer Center, USA

14:50–15:20  Title: Volumetric modulated arc (radio) therapy in pets treatment: The "La Cittadina Fondazione" experience

Mario Dolera, The National Foundation for Veterinary Studies and Research, Italy

15:20–15:50  Title: Combining 2D angiogenesis and 3D osteosarcoma microtissues to improve vascularization

Hassan Chaddad, University of Strasbourg, France
Title: The important overlapping problem between malign and benign thyroidal nodules in cancer patients with FDG-PET/CT
Fikri Selcuk Simsek, Firat University, Turkey

Title: EGF and TGFα motogenic activities are mediated by the EGF receptor: Identification of the signalling pathways involved in oral cancer
Aye Myat Thwe, University of Dundee, UK

Title: Role of free-base and metallated porphyrin derivatives promoting apoptosis as a consequence of cancer photodynamic therapy: Synthesis, characterization and photobiological activities.
Devashish Sengupta, Assam University, India

Title: Natural fluorescence for cancer diagnosis
Aurelija Vaitkuviene, Vilnius University, Lithuania

PANEL DISCUSSION

Day-2

July 24, 2018

Meeting Hall: Olimpica 1

KEYNOTE FORUM

09:30-10:15 Title: Carotid blow out syndrome: Interventional radiologic management
Jaime Tisnado, Virginia Commonwealth University, USA

Title: Degradation of both β-catenin and RAS via targeting the Wnt/β-catenin pathway is an ideal approach for colorectal cancer treatment
Kang-Yell Choi, Yonsei University, South Korea

SPECIAL SESSION

11:20-12:00 Title: Applying koch's postulates to test the cancer stem cell basis of cancer
Christopher S Lange, Downstate Medical Center, Brooklyn, NY, USA
Sessions: Clinical Oncology | Chemotherapy | Cancer Screening

Chair: Jaime Tisnado, Virginia Commonwealth University, USA
Chair: Kang-Yell Choi, Yonsei University, South Korea

**SPEAKER SESSION**

12:00-12:30
**Title:** The effect of ionizing radiation on prostate cancer cells is effectively potentiated by pretreatment with the active metabolite of vitamin D and sodium valporate
**Shraga Shany**, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Beer Sheva, Israel

12:30-13:00
**Title:** *In vivo* quantitation of circulating tumor cells with high-speed confocal microscopy in mouse tumor model
**Howon Seo**, Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, South Korea

**Lunch Break 13:00-14:00 @ Restaurant**

14:00-14:30
**Title:** A new disulfide-stabilized diabody against bFGF and the inhibition of cancer
**Ning Deng**, Jinan University, China

14:30-15:00
**Title:** Through which pathway does Trastuzumab and miR-122-5p combinatorial administration lead breast cancer cells to apoptosis: Intrinsic or extrinsic pathway?
**Sercan Ergun**, Ordu University, Turkey

15:00-15:30
**Title:** Leptin receptor antagonist as a potent histone deacetylases (HDACs) inhibitor in ovarian cancer cells
**Ewa LGregoraszczuk**, University in Kraków, Poland

15:30-16:00
**Title:** Comparing BRAF mutation status in corresponding primary and metastatic cutaneous melanomas: Implications on optimized targeted therapy
**Ibrahim Khalifeh**, American University of Beirut Medical Center, Lebanon

**Networking & Refreshments 16:00-16:20 @ Foyer**

**POSTER PRESENATATIONS 16:20-17:20**

**Poster Judge:** Jaime Tisnado, Virginia Commonwealth University, USA

**EC 01**
**Title:** Prognostic Factor of local recurrence breast cancer following therapy in Padang-Indonesia
**Daan Khambri**, Andalas University, Indonesia

**EC 02**
**Title:** Prognostic role of tissue expression and serum level of YKL-40 in diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma patients
**Omnia Abd-Elfattah**, Tanta University, Egypt

**EC 03**
**Title:** FAP in a FAP+ cell line is activated by TGFb, as in CAFs of pancreatic cancer
**Dina Antonova**, Shemyakin and Ovchinnikov Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry, Russia
Title: Correlation between the expression of embryonic master regulators SOX9 and PDX1 in pancreatic cancer samples  
Liya G Kondratyeva, Shemyakin and Ovchinnikov Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry, Russia

Title: In vitro antiproliferative activity of two organs from Tunisian medicinal plant of the genus Centaurea on several cancer cell lines  
Amal Ben Cherifa, Monastir University, Tunisia

Title: Targeting the Sonic Hedgehog pathway in colon cancer stem cells with small molecule inhibitors  
Aadilah Omar, University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa

Title: Palladium nanoparticles selectively induce apoptosis in lung cancer cells through reactive oxygen species  
Ferda Ari, Uludag University, Turkey

Title: Understanding the role of hypoxia regulated oncogenic microRNA-X in glioblastoma  
Sonam Takkar, Indian Institute of Technology, India

Title: An unexpected case of B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) and aggressive metastatic colonic adenocarcinoma  
Vincenzo Russo, University-Hospital San Martino, Italy

Day-3  
July 25, 2018
Meeting Hall: Olimpica 1

KEYNOTE FORUM

Title: Interventional nuclear medicine. How to preform real-time probe-guided intraprocedural biopsies?  
Carina Mari Aparici, University of California, USA

Title: Our experience in treating germinal tumors  
Rufadie Maxhuni, Clinical University Center of Kosovo, Pristina

Networking & Refreshments 11:00-11:20 @ Foyer

Sessions: Cancer Treatment | Cancer Diagnosis

Chair: Carina Mari Aparici, University of California San Francisco, USA

SPEAKER SESSION

Title: Cancer stem cell marker EpCAM is involved in resistance to chemotherapy and poor prognosis in ovarian cancer patients  
Takeshi Motohara, Kumamoto University, Japan
11:50-12:20  
**Title:** Investigation of piR-36707 and piR-36741 expression levels in renal cell (Transparent Cell Type) carcinomas  
Diler U S Atlay, Ordu University, Turkey

**Title:** Targeting the AKT/mTOR/STAT3 pathways through a ROS-dependent Ubiquitin proteasome degradation in breast cancer by the natural polyphenol compound, carnosol  
Rabah Iratni, United Arab Emirates University, UAE

**SPECIAL SESSION**

12:50-13:30  
**Title:** Monitoring immune response in tumors  
Ibrahim Khalifeh, American University of Beirut Medical Center, Lebanon

**VIDEO PRESENTATION**

14:30-15:00  
**Title:** The key to the riddle of the mechanism of most CVD and cancer was in arteriovenous anastomoses  
Vladimir Ivanovich Ermoshkin, Russian New University, Russia

**WORKSHOP**

15:00-16:00  
**Title:** Cancer Stem Cells: How do we determine which cells they are?  
Christopher S Lange, Downstate Medical Center, Brooklyn, NY, USA

**PANEL DISCUSSION**

**AWARDS & CLOSING CEREMONY**

**Bookmark your dates**

34th Euro-Global Summit on Cancer Therapy & Radiation Oncology  
July 25-27, 2019 | London, UK

E-mail: eurocancer@global-summit.org  
Website: cancer-radiationoncology.conferenceseries.com